Deloitte drives progress. Our extensive service spectrum of auditing, tax consulting, business consulting and corporate finance
consulting enables us to help clients become leaders wherever they choose to compete. Deloitte invests in outstanding people of
diverse talents and backgrounds and empowers them to achieve more than they could elsewhere. Our work combines advice with
action and integrity. We believe that when our clients and society are stronger, so are we.

Associate
Forensic Services
Location: Karachi
WORK YOU WILL DO:
Deloitte Forensic professionals specialize in financial investigations and litigation support. Be proactive in implementing decision
making by engagement leadership. Play supporting role to the Manager / AM in forensic engagement planning, economics, and
billing. Our professionals rely on our global network, deep industry knowledge and leading edge technologies to collect and analyze
data and the evidence required to confirm or refute allegations. Your role will form part of the forensic team, focusing on
engagements related to fraud investigations, anti-money laundering, sanctions, bribery and corruption, and conduct matters.
Exciting tasks await you

Prepare and execute work plans for forensic accounting
investigations, fraud investigations and dispute
engagements.

Perform data analytics relevant to the investigative issues.

Prepare schedules, tables and charts to summarize
financial analysis and findings.

Work in a team environment on multiple client
assignments.

Maintain a good working relationship with people across all
levels (leaders, peers and clients) and work with client
management and staff at all levels to perform services.

Assemble, maintain, and finalize working papers with
minimal supervision.

AML investigations and due diligence, helping clients
navigate and resolve crisis by providing data-driven and
insight-enabled mitigation strategies that minimize
disruption Perform analysis on samples and interpret
results, summarize, analyze, and prepare analysis reports
and findings in a clear and concise manner.

Independently conduct research on technical accounting
issues.

Perform analysis of accounting and financial issues in
relation to forensic investigations and commercial damage
claims. Identify issues and anomalies in data and
effectively communicate such issues to team members.

You possess the following skills and experience

CA (part qualified) / ACCA qualified or Masters in
Accounting required.

3-4 years of prior experience in audit or accounting
related field.

Ability to work with large data sets efficiently. Prior
experience with data analytics a plus.

Additional Certification like CFE would be preferred and
added advantage to the candidate.

Excellent MS Office, analytical, research, and
organizational skills.

Use problem solving skills to provide alternative
explanations to intricate issues.

Ability to multi-task and prioritize demanding projects

Strong technical accounting skills with knowledge of
IAS/IFRS.

Inquisitive mind that asks why and how; Willingness to
take the extra step and ask the next question.

Travel may be required.

Get in touch.
Apply online at: pkhumancapital@deloitte.com before October 10, 2018 with “Associate Forensic Services” in the subject.
We will be happy to answer your questions at: +92 (21) 3454 6494—7 Ext. 409
We are looking forward to hearing from you!
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